BLACTOSE TOLERANT

Assistant Professor of History, Stephanie Jones-Rogers of UC Berkeley, argues that white women were complicit in expanding slavery by creating a “niche sector of the slave market” dedicated to providing them with maternal labor sought from bondswomen. By studying advertisements in Southern newspapers, Jones-Rogers’ uncovered a disturbing story—white women timed their pregnancies with that of their Black wet nurses, forcing Black mothers to dedicate the majority of their milk to white children. Nurses were judged by the health of white children under their care and whether or not their milk was “fresh” as determined by the age of the enslaved person’s infant. Wet nurses whose infant died in, or after childbirth, were extremely valuable since white women knew more time and resources would be spent on white children (Garcia, 2018).

Wet nursing had detrimental effects on Black women. Daily use of bodily resources with no regard for their personal or nutritional well-being, as well as separation from family and an inability to bond with their children often lead to mental and physical decline. Rather than improving conditions, white women used their despair as an excuse to sell them, noting in advertisements that they were prone to “the sulks” or “madness” (Garcia, 2018).

PREMEDITATED

Known as the “Wizard of the Saddle,” Confederate General Nathan Bedford Forrest rose from the rank of private to lieutenant general with no previous military training. In addition to his ingenious cavalry tactics, Forrest is also remembered for his involvement in the Battle of Fort Pillow in April 1864, when his troops massacred unarmed Black soldiers following a Union surrender. After the Civil War, he would serve as the first Grand Wizard of the newly formed Ku Klux Klan and further terrorize Blacks and block Reconstruction efforts (History, 2019).

Reconstruction would prove a pivotal time for Blacks. Amendments intended to protect them and extend the rights of citizenship (13th abolished slavery; 14th offered equal protection; 15th the right to vote), were abandoned by most white politicians by the late 1870s in the name of healing the wounds between North and South. Former Confederate governments constructed legal systems aimed at re-establishing a society based on white supremacy. Blacks were largely barred from voting, Jim Crow laws ushered in segregation, and lynching became a terrorist method of social and racial control throughout the South. (Separate is Not Equal: Brown vs. Board of Education).
FROM SELL TO CELL

“The slave went free; stood a brief moment in the sun; then moved back again toward slavery.” - W.E.B. DuBois

The Civil War ended slavery and decimated the Southern economy. To rebuild, white leaders and politicians exploited 13th amendment provisions allowing “slavery” and “involuntary servitude” to continue as “a punishment for crime.” Black men were arrested and convicted for petty offenses such as vagrancy, which brought large fines few could pay. They were then leased to private and state companies where the opportunities for profit were enormous. 90% of leased convicts were Black. Today’s prison systems are increasingly privatized, subsidized by government contracts to pay a certain amount of money per day, per prisoner. “Tough on crime” politics with racist undertones and mandatory sentencing laws applied in racially disparate ways has quadrupled incarceration rates since the 1970s with the U.S. leading the world. Blacks comprise 13% of the population, yet they make up 37% of the prison population. 40% of police killings of unarmed people are Black men, who make up only 6% of the population (Ford & Bowman, 2017).

MY LORD AND SLAVOR

The Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr, noted that at 11:00 on Sunday morning, we stand in the most segregated institution in America…the Christian church.

Religion played a crucial role and etched a deeply hypocritical line in its approach toward slavery. Some “Christian” slave owners held as their belief that Africans were “lesser” creations, and slavery—a necessary evil to control, tame and bestow God’s grace upon the godless race. Others justified bondage through Old and New Testament sourcing. Regardless of the rationalizations, the contradiction between Christ’s compassion and their master’s cruelty was not lost on enslaved people, however, Christ’s suffering and the glorious afterlife it promised resonated greatly. What religion did offer was organizational opportunity. Starting in the 1830s, enslaved people were allowed to gather and attend services led by Black plantation preachers who delivered “approved” sermons under the watchful eyes of whites who were wary of any sign of revolt (University of Richmond, 2008). After slavery, the Black church would continue to grow as a communal nexus and see Black clergy emerge as “leaders” and become essential players in the struggle for political and civil rights.

GLORY

A member of the first volunteer force to answer Lincoln’s called for 75,000 troops to defend Washington, 65-year-old Nicholas Biddle—an escaped slave—wearing the uniform of the Washington Artillery to which he was a member, was attacked by a mob of Southern sympathizers shouting, “Nigger in uniform!” Though many others were wounded, his bloodied skull was the most serious injury from a barrage of bricks ripped from the streets, and thus, he was recognized as the first man wounded in the Civil War.
African Americans, enslaved and free, have a long tradition of illustrious service in America’s armed forces. Dating back to before the nation’s birth—from the Revolutionary War through the Korean War—Black soldiers were awarded the military’s highest honors. Individuals, such as Doris Miller, the brave seaman awarded the Navy Cross for his heroic stand at Pearl Harbor, and segregated units such as the Buffalo Soldiers, Massachusetts 54th, the Harlem Hellfighters, and the Tuskegee Airmen, would achieve legendary status for their courage and commitment in defense of a country that refused to accept them as citizens and denied them their basic rights (Hopta, 2008).

**GABRIEL**

The story of jazz is rooted in the story of slavery. All of the Black musicians who contributed to the early days of jazz, to its formation, were the children or grandchildren of enslaved people.

Field hollers and work songs came to characterize the music of the enslaved. Work songs made the repetitive work of digging and hoeing less arduous. Improvised rhyming field hollers and the steady beat of the work songs developed spirituals and from them in turn, the blues. The blues was generally played slow and sad and characterized by its chord progression, the use of flattened or “blue notes” and melancholy lyrics (McGregor, 2016). From the perspective of musical structure, jazz would not exist without the blues. The twelve-bar blues chorus, with its familiar harmonic structure and narrative form, was the single most popular template for early jazz improvisation. The interaction between those considered blues and jazz musicians, respectively, has also been a constant (The Influence of the Blues on Jazz, 2019). The spiritual, Blow Your Trumpet, Gabriel, was in reference to the biblical passage that Jesus would send forth his angels with a great trumpet, signifying the call to judgement and the end to an enslaved person’s suffering.

**ROSE COLORED**

Harriett Tubman (Araminta Ross, aka “Minty”) was born into slavery circa 1820 and escaped in 1849. Having witnessed slavery’s horrors firsthand—“I’ve heard Uncle Tom’s Cabin read, and I tell you Mrs. Stowe’s pen hasn’t begun to paint what slavery is as I have seen it at the far South,”—her empathy for her oppressors was praiseworthy. “I was always praying for poor ole’ master, for the dear Lord to change his heart. I think many a slaveholder will get to Heaven. They don’t know better and act to the light they have.”

Such “rose colored” optimism—the ability to see something in a positive way—in no way detracted from the resoluteness of Harriett Tubman’s cause. Carrying a pistol for her safety, she made 19 trips and guided nearly 300 people from slavery to freedom on the Underground Railroad, which earned her the nickname “Moses” as well as a published bounty by slaveholders for her capture. During the Civil War she acted as an armed Union scout and spy and lead raids to free enslaved people. Her enduring legacy will hopefully be honored with her image replacing that of slaveholder President Andrew Jackson on the $20 bill within the next decade (Biography, 2019).
SMILE

George Washington, America’s default founder, earned the nickname “Father of our Country” for his military ingenuity and citizenship. A savvy politician who understood the power of self-esteem and the importance of projecting dignity as the “face” of a new nation, he was very wise about the message an image can send and knew that he had to look the part of a leader, which meant at least having teeth (Beschlos, 2014).

George Washington had a long history of dental issues, which may have started at the age of 19 during a stay in Barbados, where he contracted small pox. The usual medical regimen contained mercury, and by all accounts induced heavy salivation, bleeding gums, mouth sores and tooth loss (Cunningham, 2017). By the time he was inaugurated, he possessed only a single original tooth. Contrary to mythology, his dentures were not carved of wood, but instead, were made from animal teeth (ivory, horse, cow, hippopotamus) and those of his slaves (records show that nine were “purchased” from his slaves at the cost of six pounds). There is strong confidence among historians that George Washington gave the first inaugural address of his presidency to the nation using dentures containing teeth from the mouths of his slaves.

CALL ME, GEORGE

“The most influential black [sic] man in America for the hundred years following the Civil War appeared in more movies than Sidney Poitier, helped give birth to the blues, launched the Montgomery bus boycott and the civil rights movement. The most influential black man in America was the Pullman Porter” (Tye, 2004).

In 1867, Industrialist George Pullman staffed his Pullman Cars with freed enslaved people whom he judged to be skilled in service and willing to work for low wages. He would become the largest employer of Blacks in the country. The job offered steady income but subjected them to countless indignities. Called by their employer’s first name, “George”—just as an enslaved person would be identified by his master’s name—Pullman demanded they pay for their own meals and supply their own uniforms. Their wages earned working 400 hours a month were so low that they had to make a living on tips. In 1925, disgruntled porters formed a union led by Black activist A. Philip Randolph that forced the powerful corporation to the negotiating table after a twelve-year struggle (Museum of the American Railroad, 2016). The same legal tactics would be employed in the Civil Rights Movement.
WHUPPED HIM!

When asked by a reporter why white women were attracted to Black men, Jack Johnson, —“the Galveston Giant,”—replied, “we eat cold eels and think distant thoughts.” At a time when whites would lynch Blacks for looking at white women, Jack Johnson was married to three, and knocking white men out in the ring. Such was the social and racial conundrum created by the first black heavyweight boxing champion.

For nearly a decade, Jack Johnson was considered the most notorious Black man in America. Displaying an absolute disregard for social taboos and bolstered by victories against “great white hopes,” his escapades would incite riots across the nation between resentful whites and jubilant Blacks. His brand of unapologetic hubris in the face of organized efforts to defeat and subjugate him made him a living legend and a template for many athletes to follow, including Muhammad Ali. His legacy would be immortalized in music, and by the play and ensuing movie, *The Great White Hope*, starring James Earl Jones. Ken Burns’s 2005 two-part documentary series, *Unforgivable Blackness: The Rise and Fall of Jack Johnson*, is based on the 2004 book by Geoffrey C. Ward (Jack Johnson Biography, 2019).

THE WEDDING PARTY

For some, the award-winning film, *12 Years a Slave*, offered a glimpse into the searing interior of a plantation. For others, it was a well-produced feature-length wedding video.

The sentimentalizing of plantations engenders a dangerous and selective nostalgia, which omits the crimes of rape, abuse, and dehumanization of Blacks and replaces them with the commercial gloss of a big white wedding. The severely edited narration also underscores the continued devaluation of an entire people and the systematic erasure of a part of history that needs to be recognized. Many plantation wedding venues have replaced terms like “slaves” with “workers” and shuttered slave quarters have become “private residences.” Most choose not to mention the “S-word”…slavery. The proliferation of plantation weddings is being fueled in part by the increasing popularity of social media sites such as Pinterest, which hosts a swollen archive of affluent affairs on historic landmarks entirely divorced from the atrocities of slavery. According to wedding industry analysts, one in three engaged couples used Pinterest to plan their weddings (Beck, 2014).

SERVANT

Slave tags were worn by skilled enslaved people leased out by their master and identified the type of work they were permitted to do. These “urban” slaves were required by law to be licensed and to display the badge at all times. The only city known to have implemented this regulatory system is Charleston, South Carolina.

Excerpt from Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr’s last sermon at Ebenezer Baptist Church, entitled “The Drum Major Instinct”:
And so Jesus gave us a new norm of greatness. If you want to be important—wonderful. If you want to be recognized—wonderful. If you want to be great—wonderful. But recognize that he who is greatest among you shall be your servant. That's a new definition of greatness. By giving that definition of greatness, it means that everybody can be great, because everybody can serve. You don't have to have a college degree to serve. You don't have to make your subject and your verb agree to serve. You don't have to know about Plato and Aristotle to serve. You don't have to know Einstein's theory of relativity to serve. You don't have to know the second theory of thermodynamics in physics to serve. You only need a heart full of grace, a soul generated by love…and you can be that servant.

REPARATIONS

According to historian Ed Baptist, by 1836, half of America’s economic activity was related to slavery, and by 1865, slaves were its largest asset. A recent study by the United Nations concluded that the history of slavery justified reparations and pointed to the continuing link between slavery’s dark past and present injustices. It also summarized that the legacy of segregation, racial terrorism, and inequality in America remain serious issues since there has been no commitment to reparations or truth and reconciliation (Paschal & Carlisle, 2019).

There has been renewed debate about reparations, with the first congressional hearings taking place in 2019, three decades after the initial call for a reparation commission (1989). Presidential candidates have been pressed on the issue of reparations; however, specifics will remain outside of Black America’s grasp as long as Congress’s ambivalence to the notion of amends for Black Americans continues. Detractors immediately question and scoff at the amount and means of disbursement. The study suggests that reparations could come in a variety of forms, including health initiatives, financial support, and debt cancellation (Paschal & Carlisle, 2019).

CRACKED REAR VIEW

“When you hear about slavery for 400 years. For 400 years?! That sounds like a choice.” “We build factories here in America and create jobs. We will provide jobs for all who are free from prisons as we abolish the 13th amendment.” Kanye West’s series of uninformed tweets and subsequent clarifications highlight his cursory knowledge on the subject of slavery and places his failings on par with many educated Americans.

Slavery is hard history. To talk honestly about it as well as teach it presents a huge challenge. A report, entitled Teaching Hard History: American Slavery from the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC), is a resource for teachers to help students understand slavery as America’s blood-soaked bedrock. According to the report, states and textbook-makers deserve considerable blame. Approaches to slavery often looked for silver linings such as a preference for coverage of the abolitionist movement rather than talk of white supremacy. According to Maureen Costello, the director of Teaching Tolerance, “We celebrate the heroes who escaped slavery long before we explain to children what slavery was. One of the reasons that schools don’t teach the civil rights movement effectively is because we don’t teach the history that made it necessary, which is our
long history of slavery.” (Turner, 2018).

**SHHHHHHACKLED**

Former San Francisco 49ers quarterback, Colin Kaepernick, sat on the bench during the national anthem as a way to protest the atrocities Black Americans have endured at the hands of law enforcement. Former player and Army veteran, Nate Boyer, concerned that the act was disrespectful, suggested he take a knee in an open letter. “Taking a knee is a sign of reverence. People take a knee to pray. Soldiers take a knee to pay respects. It showed he’s paying attention and not just sitting it out” (Mills, 2017).

Kaepernick listened, but many politicians refused to and aligned his actions with attacks on the flag and veterans. Criticism begat racial tropes. The NFL’s all white ownership was quickly portrayed as slave owners (70% of the league’s players are Black) and Kaepernick—a defiant slave. Many bristled at the concept of a million-dollar athlete being called a slave, but in the words of Curt Flood, “a well-paid slave is nonetheless a slave,” especially if the ability to openly speak one’s mind without repercussions and control your own destiny is threatened (Rogers, 2017).

**ALL. FALL. DOWN.**

In June 2015, the white supremacist, Dylann Roof, killed nine African Americans at The Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church (Mother Emanuel) in Charleston, South Carolina. Afterwards, photos of Roof posing with the Confederate flag incited a nation-wide movement intent on removing public tributes to the Confederacy.

At least 110 Confederate memorials in 22 states have been removed since the massacre, suggesting that the myths and revisionist history surrounding the Confederacy might be weakening their hold over the South. But that argument is countered by the fact that 1,728 symbols remain standing. Some state legislators have acted quickly to make the removal process more difficult. In 2017, Alabama passed the Alabama Memorial Preservation Act, which prohibits the removal, renaming, or alteration of public monuments more than 40 years old without state permission. South Carolina’s “Heritage Act” requires a legislative super majority to alter or remove a Confederate monument. Some believe that removing Confederate symbols is tantamount to erasing history. This belief, however, ignores the heritage of those whose ancestors were enslaved. Communities across the country are encouraged to reflect on the true meaning of these symbols and ask the question: Whose heritage do they truly represent? (Katz, 2018)
STEAL AWAY HOME

Jackie Roosevelt Robinson is perhaps the most historically significant baseball player ever. Babe Ruth may have changed the way baseball was played; Jackie Robinson changed the way Americans thought. Jackie was a versatile player, but it was running the bases where he shined brightest. He revived the art of stealing home, successfully making it 19 times in his career, and one of only 12 men to steal home in the World Series (Swaine, 2006).

The quote, “As American as baseball, hot dogs, apple pie and Chevrolet,” underscores the esteem held by America’s pastime. Therefore, Jackie Robinson’s inclusion cannot be understated. The movement against segregation began earnestly in 1947 when he broke baseball’s color barrier. In 1948, President Truman ordered the armed forces to desegregate. In 1954, the Brown v. Board of Education decision outlawed “separate but equal” schools. The Civil Rights Movement in the 1950s and 1960s successfully employed the same “non-violent” strategy used by Jackie to integrate baseball. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 opened public facilities to all races, and the Voting Rights Act of 1965 overcame legal barriers to voting. In 1997, Jackie’s number, “42,” was retired throughout the majors. Beginning in 2004, April 15 has been dedicated as Jackie Robinson Day. Starting in 2009, on that day, every on-field personnel wears No. 42 to celebrate his life, values, and accomplishments.

PRIVILEGE

“Privilege” is defined as “a special right, advantage or immunity granted or available only to a particular individual or group.” Though lacking applied specificity—privilege, the noun—has found a home as a racially dynamic interloper proudly displaying its comfort level through the continued application of “blackface.”

The portrayal of blackface is steeped in centuries of racism. Thomas Dartmouth Rice, a northern actor mimicking enslaved people, created the character “Jim Crow” in 1830. The embellished vernacular and buffoonish behavior became central in a new genre—blackface minstrel shows. Whites in blackface promoted negative stereotypes about Blacks, which included being lazy, superstitious, hypersexual, criminal, and cowardly.

The rationale for the current slate of “mischievous” displays of blackface is as relevant today as it was then—like privilege, whether intentional or arbitrary, it’s an assertion of power. It was done by whites to authenticate their whiteness by saying that they can become others, and mock others, and assert their superiority by dehumanizing others (Clark, 2019).
When Black men walked or drove through his largely white neighborhood, Watch Captain George Zimmerman alerted police, but grew exasperated because “they always” got away. Armed with a gun and the “Stand Your Ground” law, he encountered an unarmed Black teenager, Trayvon Martin, who was visiting his father’s fiancée, and killed him. The tragic tale of Trayvon Martin and the epidemic of killings of unarmed Black men has exacerbated the historically tortuous relationship between Blacks and law enforcement.

Policing is a relatively modern invention with the first organization being created in Boston in 1838. Slave patrols were created in the Carolina colonies in 1704 and were centered on the preservation of slavery. In many states it became required duty for white men to serve. Patrollers traveled through the countryside looking for Blacks who were “not where they belonged.” During Reconstruction and thereafter, many local sheriffs functioned in ways analogous to slave patrols by disenfranchising freed slaves and through the application of Jim Crow and segregation. Many Black communities face high crime rates and want good relationships with law enforcement, but the distrust is historic. Black Americans continue to see police as the enforcers of systemic inequality and their policing methodology, “the most enduring aspect of the struggle for civil rights” (Waxman, 2017).
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